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In a two-page leading article in the
March 1981 issue of Medical Labomtory
Sciences, A.D. Farr, Royal Infiiary,
Foresterhill, Aberdeen, Scotland, wrote
concisely about book reviews in scien-
tific joumafs. I

Farr quoted a 1934 doctoral disserta-
tion by S.B. Barnes, who in turn
quoted B. Rich, a 1613 author (hfi work
is not given). Rich wrote, “One of the
diseases of this age is the multiplicity of
books; they cloth so overcharge the
world that it is not able to digest the
abundance of idle matter that is every
day hatched and brought forth into the
world. “z That was 368 years ago, in case
your calculator is not handy.

Farr reminded us that the editor of
the scientific journal, Le Journal des
S~a vans, recognized the importance of
book reviews in his preface to the first
issue of that journal in January 1665.1
Thus, 52 years later, the Journal “would
not be content to list the titles, but
would describe their contents and assess
their usefulness. These aims were also
broadly followed in the first English lan-
guage scientific journal, the Philosophi-
cal Tmnsactions of the Royai Society,
when it appeared four months later.” I

It is amusing to consider the volume
of book publication in the seventeenth
century that would make it so dtificult
to review books in one way or another.s
I wonder what these learned gentlemen
would have said in the face of today’s
avalanche of monographs.

While many information services of
one kind or another list new scienttilc

books and others selectively review
them, there was no comprehensive
guide to book reviews untif ISF started
Index to Book Reviews in the Sci-
ences T“(IBRS ‘“) in 1980. I described
IBRS to you back in 1979 when it was
introduced with some fanfare.a IBRS
was a multidisciplinary index covering
reviews of scient~lc books. The entries
were arranged by book author or editor,
or by subject. Each entry provided
complete bibliographic information on
the book as welf as on the book review,

When we launched IBRS, our market
research indicated there was a great
need for such a work. However, like so

many other needs in society, many of
the people who have them cannot af-
ford to satisfy them. As it turns out,
there are not enough institutions that
can afford to support IBRS, so this es-
say is really a swan song for this service.
For the record I’d like to tefl you the
whole story.

When we introduced ZBRS, I esti-
mated that approximately 15,000 new
books in science and medicine are pub-
lished each year and that about 50,000
book reviews are pub fished each year.
As it turns out, we have picked up about
40,000 book reviews while processing
over 3,000 science journals for Science
Citation Index” (SCF ). We continue to
include book reviews in Sociaf Sciences
Citation Index@ (SSCP ) but have not
found justification for continuing their
coverage in SCZ simply because there
are other primary sources of informa-
tion, including books themselves, that
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merit higher priority. The problem of
multiauthored books will now be dealt
with in a new 1S1 online service called
Index to Scient#ic & Technical Pro-
ceeding.s& Books (ISI/ISTP&B’” ).5

There are many factors to consider in
the failure of IBRS to achieve financial
viability. Some publishers might regard
S1OO,OOOin revenue a substantial sum.
But at $300 per year, IBRS was pur-
chased by only about 350 libraries. Re-
markably, a substantial number of these
were smalf hospital fibraries where the
purchasing decision on each book is
critical and can be delayed long enough
to await the appearance of book re-
views. Ironically, the libraries best able
to afford IBRS did not purchase it sim-
ply because they can buy so many books
without consulting book reviews.

Undoubtedly, we could have sold
more copies at a lower price but there
did not seem to be any evidence that re-
ducing the price would significantly in-
crease the number of subscribers.

A critical cost element in IBRS, of
course, was labor. Even though we have
to turn every page of every scientific
journal we process for our other ser-
vices, considerable data entry effort is
required to include aff the elements in a
book review-the full title, authors, re-
viewer, address, etc. Maybe this should
have been abbreviated. Indeed, I even
wonder now if it was necessary to
double-check each entry as we must for
SCI citations in order to insure accura-
cy. But these are afterthoughts that only
deepen the pain of difficult decisions.
We talk about euthanasia for people.
It’s equally difficult when the euthanasia
applies to one of your brainchddren.

IBRS represented considerable addk
tional intellectual editing effort, as well.
A work of th~ kind could not be thrown
together without creating the impress-
ion of a hodgepodge. So when the six-
month cumulation were put together,
our publications support group staff had
to “unify” hundreds of entries that

would otherwise have been listed as
separate books. This was because of
variations in presentation of citations to
the books. They ranged from incorrect
or variant speflings of title words in the
reviewing journal to some reviewing
journals’ not listing all of the names of
the secondary authors or editors of a
book or series of books.

A good example of the problems we
ran into can be seen in reviews to
Springer-Verlag’s Advances in Polymer
Science series.b While reviewing jour-
nals consistently cited H .J. Cantow as
the primary edhor, some reviewing
journals chose to list his coeditors while
others did not. In order for a title in that
series to appear in IBRS with all of its
reviews under one entry, ISI’S staff had
to add all of the secondary editors to
each review.

In another case, books were often
cited under partial titles. Once again,
our staff had to reconcile differences or
two separate titles would appear for the
same book, For example, C. H. Busha
and S.P. Harter’s book was cited in
Journal of Documentation under the ti-
tle Research Methods in Libran”anship7
and cited in Bulletin of the Medical Li-
bnsry Association as Research Methods
in Libran’anship; Techniques and Inter-
pretation. 8

These examples pinpoint some of the
logistical problems involved in indexing
book review citations. Obviously, if in-
ternational citation standards such as I
have called for in the past were imple-
mented, the literature of book reviews
could be more readily indexed and more
easily searched.g

Even if the gross revenue from IBRS
had matched the direct production and
printing costs, ZBRS would have repre-
sented a drain on ISI’S resources. Every
product needs to be dealt with at some
minimal level of effort. Many printing
deadlines must be met. Annual invoices
must be mailed, and computer runs and
a significant marketing effort must be
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made. While we often take pride in the
variety of our services, we only do a dis-
service to the more successful services
by maintaining those that have insuffi-
cient user support. I have been critical
of government agencies that produce in-
formation products by subsidy. How
can we justify a continuing subsidy to
IBRS if it does not provide evidence for
any level of service viability?

I befieve there are two additional im-
portant reasons why IBRS did not suc-
ceed. The first is timeliness. We cov-
ered reviews immediately after publica-
tion. However, since journals are not
under pressure to review books prompt-
ly, reviews often appear months if not
years after the book has been published.
While many of the reviews are scholar-
ly, many are mere recapitulations of
content. From my own experience I can
say that many reviewers do not have the
time, space, or qualifications to pro-
duce a scholarly, meaningful review.

The other reason is the publishers’
practice of providing free examination
of books on approval. The idea behind
this promotional technique is simp-
le-once the reader or librarian opens
the package there will be some inertia in
sending it back. So a good percentage
of books examined on approval are pur-
chased. Who needs a book review if you
can examine the book yourself? Whale a
librarian might not feel qualified to
make a judgment about a book,
publishers are betting it won’t be sent
back.

Many subscribers who cancelfed
IBRS told us they thought it would ac-
tuafly include reviews. This would be a
monumental undertaking. Over the
years I have felt that the scientific com-
munity needed a journal of scientific
book reviews-something liie the New
York Review of Books. I remember
many discussions with my old friend
Chauncey Leake, who created the origi-
nal “Calling Attention To” in Current
Contents” (C@’), 10 We discussed a

“review of reviews. ” ThE is a concept
with double meaning. One kind of
review of reviews is a review of review
articles. In some subjects there is so
much published that such a review is
necessary after several years. A review
of book reviews is another matter and
indeed is not without precedent in the
scholarly community.

I have discussed with several book
publishers the idea of a journal of scien-
ttlc book reviews. None of them was at
all encouraging. I suggested that pub-
lishers pay a standard reviewing fee so
that reviews could be commissioned,
thereby ensuring timeliness. It is diffi-
cult to demand prompt reviews from
volunteer reviewers. I doubt that the
payment of a page charge influences the
quality of reviews, but in any event few
publishers would consider this idea. I
was surprised considering that S100 per
book was a trivial amount to guarantee
that a quafified expert would review a
book within 30 days. Without such timi-
ng, a book review can’t help people
who are trying to make purchasing deci-
sions.

You would think there might have
been some pressure on libraries from
authors to purchase IBRS. After all, thk
is a way authors could fiid out where
their books have been reviewed. I’ve
never heard of such a demand. Possibly
few scientists know about IBRS in spite

of our various ads in CC and elsewhere.
When I wrote the essay introducing

ZBRS, 1 quoted many authorities on the
need for book reviews. Scholars and li-
brarians, however, cannot provide actu-
al knowledge of the marketplace. If
some government agency wants to spon-
sor a project that private enterprise can-
not afford to carry, here is a candidate.
Anyone who would liie to step forward
to pick up the pieces is welcome to
them.

Undoubtedly, there are now many
ZBRS users who will regret our decision.
We would have to double the price at its
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present level of use to justify continuing
it. Since we did not feel thk was accept-
able, we reluctantly decided to discon-
tinue IBRS,

In preparing this essay, I took the step
of sending my comments in advance to
several IBRS users to test their reac-
tions. A few of their comments are in-
cluded below.

S.C. Lucchetti, University of Michi-
gan Physics Astronomy Library, noted
that by the time reviews were published
and IBRS appeared, books were already
out of stock at publishers. This situation
developed, he noted, because of the ln-
temal Revenue Service’s Thor Power
Tool rulingl 1 which, simply put, makes
it uneconomical for publishers (or any
business) to keep spare stock. Lucchetti
also pointed out that his library attempts
to keep a comprehensive collection of
astronomy books. Therefore IBRS

would have been used infrequently
anyway. 12

Lee Ann Bertram, Eli Lilly& Co. Sci-
entific Library, Indianapolis, stated that
“if IBRS had continued she “would
have used it in weeding the collection

five to ten years hence.” By using IBRS

to see which of the books in her collec-
tion came highly recommended she
could weed out those that did not. Ber-
tram also noted that IBRS “was useful in
filling subject voids, but not in the day
to day selection process.”ls

One subscriber who prefers to remain
anonymous pointed out that economic
conditions were the primary reason
IBRS was rarely used in his midwestem
medical school library. With book bud-
gets frozen, there was no point in con-
sulting the service for selection pur-
poses.

We will deliver all 1981 monthly is-
sues as promised and the last six-month
cumulation. For those subscribers who
were expecting to use IBRS in 1982
what can I say after I say, “I’m sorry”?
I’m sure that most of them wifl have no
difficulty finding other uses for these
already budgeted funds.

*****

My thanks to Esther Surden for her
help in the preparation of ~his essay.

OtM!85,
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